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A characterization of compact maps is given similar to that of quasinuclear maps. 
Other related characterizations are stated in terms of factorization or exprossion of 
maps as countable series. Every compact map is a product of two compact maps. 
An equivalence between certain ' ' into" extension properties of compact maps and 
a possibility of their factorization through CQ or m is shown. 
1. Notation. E, F, P will always be Banach spaces, G, H will be normed spaces. 
The usual spaces CQ, m, Ip are always understood with a countable indexset. If (x„ > 0, 
a„ -^ 0, we define a normed space c" с CQ, d^ = {x; \x\ < 00} with the norm |x| = 
= sup |x„| a^^, where x = {x„}. By / the identity map c"" -> CQ will be denoted. 
It will be shown later that I is compact. By a map we mean always a Hnear map. 
In Co we consider the usual norm \\{:^n}\\ = sup |x„|. 
To say that a map T: E -^ F can be factorized through G means that there are 
continuous maps T2 : E -^ G and T^:G -^ F, such that Г = T^T2. 
F с P means that F is norm-imbedded in P by inclusion. We say that F has X + 
extension property for compact maps (Д+ e.p.c.m.), if for every e > 0, every compact 
map T: E -^ F and every P ZD E there is a continuous (and thus compact in view 
of Proposition 4) extension f of T, T:P -^ F with | î | g (A + г) \т\. The space F 
is called a ^^ space if for every bounded map T: E -^ F and for every P :D E there 
is a linear extension f of Т,Т:Р -^ F with | î | ^ Я|т|. For the definition of the J^. 
space see [3, p. 20]. We shall use the fact that every Ж;^ space has Я+ e.p.c.m^ 
[3, p. 24]. 
We start with a strengthened form of a known fact. 
2. Lemma. Let Ä a E be compact, such that x e A => \x] ^ ß. Then for every 
s> 0 there is a sequence { a j , a„ e E, a^-^ 0, |a„j ^ ß + s, such that every point 
xeAcan be expressed in the form x == ^Я„а„, where A„ ^ 0, ^A„ й 1-
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Proof. We use the following statement: For every г > 0 and every a > 0 there 
are sequences {a„}, {ß„}, such that cc„ > 0, a ^ ß„> 0, ß„-^ О, Y^a„ßn = а and 
Y,oc„ ^ 1 + e. In fact, let e > 0 and choose a„ > 0, ^a„ = 1 + e. Let p be such 
that cx„ ^ a for all n > p, ̂  â  < a and Ь = J] a« > 1- Then 0 < c = a — ^ a ^ < a 
n>p n^p n>p 
and cjb < a. Put ß„ = cjb if n ^ p and J5„ = a„ if n > p. Then a ^ jS„ > 0, 
ßn-^ 0 and we have Yj'^nßn = ^I^Tj^n + J^^n = ^- This completes the proof of our 
statement. "=^ """̂  
To prove the lemma choose 8 > 0 and put a = ß + e. Let {â } and {̂ „} be se-
quences provided by the statement at the beginning of this proof. By U^ we mean the 
open ball of radius r centred at zero. For every integer p put Vp = U^ , where r̂ , = 
= a — YJ ^nßn' We have r„ -^ 0, r„ > 0 and thus {Vp} forms a complete system of 
n^p 
neighbourhoods of zero. We have A с 11^. The open set U^ is obviously the union 
of all open balls of radius r^ contained in [7 .̂ Because of the compactness of A, 
we may cover Л by a finite number of them. Let B^ be the finite set of their centres. 
Obviously A a Bi + Vi and B^ с Ï7̂ ,̂ where we put s„ = r„_i -- r„ = (x„ß„. 
Now put Ai = [A — Bi) nVi, Then A^ is compact, A^ a V^ and we may proceed 
with AI and V^ as above with A and U^: Cover Л^ by a finite number of open balls 
of radius Г2 contained in V^. Their centres form a finite set В2 с: U^^ and obviously 
A^ <^ B2 + ¥2- Proceeding by induction we may find compact sets A„ and finite 
sets 5„, such that A„ = (^«-i — ^n) ^ ¥„, A„_i с Б„ + F„ and B^ a U^^. Every 
xe A can be expressed as x = bi + a ,̂ where b^ e B^ and a^ e A^. Every a^ e A^ 
can again be expressed as «1 = ^2 + «2? where ^£^^2 and «2 ̂ ^2- Proceeding 
again by induction, we see that xe A can be expressed for every p in the form x = 
= ap + YJ ^И' where â  e ^^ and b„ e B„. But up -> 0, because Л^ с: Vp and thus 
X = Yj^n = Е^Л ' where c„ = oi~^b„. Now let us order the elements of the sets 
aï^Bi, (X2^B2,... in a sequence {d„}, such that the elements from oc~^B„ are before 
the elements from a^+xB„+i. We have o:~^B„ a a^^V^^ = TJß^ and because of 
ß^ -> 0, |j5„| ^ fl, we see that rf„ -> 0 and |J„| ^ ^ + e. Thus x = X „̂c„ = ^7„4, 
where ^7„ = ^a„ ^ 1 + e. We showed: For every e > 0 there are J„ e £, |J„| ^ 
^ /? + e, such that every xe A can be expressed as ^Уп^п with Yin ^ 1 + e» 
7„ ^ 0. Now putting a„ = (1 + e) J„ and Я„ = (1 + e)"^ 7„, we have x = ^ i rA = 
= YK^n^ where |Ö„| ^ (1 + e) (i5 + s) and YK ^ 1- If we notice that (1 + e) . 
. (j5 + e) -^ j5 for e -> 0, we obtain our lemma. 
The following proposition gives a characterization of compact maps. The equi­
valence a) and b) is implicitly contained in [6] and is a generalisation of the definition 
of the quasinuclear map in [4]. 
3. Proposition. Let T : E -^ F be a map. The following assertions are equivalent. 
a) Tis compact and |Т| ^ j5. 
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b) For every e > 0 there is a sequence {a„], a„ 6 E', \a„\ -> 0, sup \a„\ ^ ß + e^ 
such that 
\T{X)\ S sup |<x, a„y\ for every xe E . 
c) For every e > 0 there is (X G CQ, a subspace H с c'^, continuous maps 
A:E~^H and B: I{H) -^ F, such that T= Bd oA and |Л| ^ 1, \в\ й U 
|/ | = sup |a„| ^ JS + e. 
d) For every e > 0 and every 0^x space F •=> F there is a sequence {a„}, a„ e E\ 
sup ja„| ^ jS + e and a sequence {y„}, Уп ^ P, such that the map T can be 
expressed in the form 
4^) = Z<^ ' ^пУ Уп^ xeE, and \^Ь„у„\ й ^ sup |b„| 
for every [b^ e CQ, 
Proof, a) => b).The dual map T \ F' -^ E' is compact, \Т\ ^ ß. Let V denote the 
unit ball in F', Then the set A = T'{U) is compact. Now according to Lemma 2 for 
every e > 0 there are a^ e E', sup |a„| ^ ß + s, \a„\ -> 0, such that for every / e 17 
there is a sequence {À„}, ^|Я„| ^ 1, such that T'(f) = X^^a^. But for every xeE 
we have | / o T(x)\ = | Г ( / ) ( х ) | = | p / x , a„}\ ^ sup |<x, a„>|. Thus \Т{х)\ = 
= sup {I/o T{x)\ \feU}u sup |<x, a„}\. 
b) => c). We can assume that in b) all a„ Ф 0. Let a = {a„}, a„ = \a„\. We 
define A by A(x) = {<x, a„>} e c^ Л is continuous because \A(X)\ = sup |<(x, a„y\ , 
. a^^ ^ |x|, \A\ й 1. Let Я = A(E) с с". The map I : H -^ H cz CQ is obviously 
continuous, l|l(x)|| = sup |x„| ^ sup |x„|a~^ sup a„ ^ (jß + e) |x|, [[a|| =\l\ ^ ß + s. 
Now put for every fe = {<x, a„>} e H с CQ, B{b) = T{x). В is actually a mapping, 
because if {<x, a„>} = {<j, «„>}, then \T{x — y)\ S sup |<x — y, a„>| = 0. We 
have \B{b)\ = \Т{х)\ ^ sup |<x, a„>| = ||bj|, thus \в\ й 1. Obviously T(x) = Bolo 
о Л(х). 
c) => d). P being a ^ ^ space, we may extend Б : Я -> P to a map В : c^ -^ P, 
with |Л| ^ /1|Л| ^ Я. Let 7г„ be linear forms ой с"", л:„({х„}) = x„. If x = {x„} e c% 
then |7г„(х)| = |x„| = a„|x„| a„"^ ^ a„|x|. Thus |7г„| ^ (x„. Now put <x, a„> = n„ о 
oA{x). Obviously a„eE\ \a„\ ^ (X„\A\ ^ a„. If fe = {b„} e Co, then Ь = X ^ A , 
where e„ = {ôj e c^. Put j« = B{e„). Then Б(Ь) = Xb„j„ and gb^y^l = |B(fe)| й 
й A sup |b„|. Thus T(x) = Bol о A{x) = B{{n„ о Л(х)}) = X^„ о A{x) y„ = 
= E<^» ^n> Уи- We have sup |a„| ^ sup a„ g J? + g. 
d) => a). There is a ^^ space P з F (for example a suitable nij space). The maps 
Tpi E -^ P, Tp(x) = ^ <x, a„> y„ are obviously compact maps. We have 
|(Tp - T(x)\ = I E <^. «n> л ! ^ sup |<x, a„y\ è \x\ sup |a„| -> 0 . 
n>p n > p w>p p 
Thus T = lim T̂  is compact. Putting Я = 1 in d), we have |Т(х)| ~ E < x , a„y y„\ ^ 
^ sup |<x, a„y\ ^ |x| sup |ö[„| g |x| (jß + e) for every e > 0, and thus \т\ g ß. 
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Remarks , a) If we are not interested in the norm of the map T, then of course we 
have the equivalence of 
a') Tis compact 
b') There is a sequence {a„}, a„e E\ \a„\ -^ 0, such that \Т(х)\ g sup |<х, а„>| for 
every xe E. 
Similarly we obtain c') and d') by omitting the ß's and s's. In this case the a„ can be 
taken linearly independent, if E has infinite dimension. This follows by a slight modi-
fication of the proof of the known weaker form of Lemma 2 (for instance [5, 
Lemma VII. 2.2.]). By choosing B„ in that proof we use repeatedly a trivial observa-
tion: In every neighbourhood of zero there is an element which does not belong to 
a fixed finitedimensional suHspace. Thus every element Ь^еБ^ = {Ь^,... , b j can 
be chosen linearly independent of all B^, m < n and of b^ , . . . , Ь^.^. Then \JB„ is 
linearly independent. " 
b) The speed of convergence of {a„} may offer some information on the "com­
pactness" of the map T. If we denote by S^ the set of all sequences {x„], such that 
there are a^e E\ with \a„\ ̂  |x„|, \Т(х)\ ^ sup |<x, a„>|, then Sj^ delivers some in­
formation about the measure of the compactness of Г. Various classes of maps Tmay 
be defined using Sj, For example: 
Tis compact о SjO CQ Ф 0, 
Tis quasinuclear о S^ n /i ф 0 , 
Tis "p-quasinuclear" о ST n Ip Ф 0 . 
It is not difficult to see that a finite product of p-quasinuclear maps is nuclear (see [4]). 
c) In view of Proposition 4 it is not difficult to see that the space P in Proposition 4 
d) can also be a space which has 1 + e.p.c.m., especially JV^ space (see [3]). As 
a consequence we have: 
d) Every ^ space, JV^ space, space with Я+ e.p.c.m. has the approximation pro­
perty of GROTHENDIECK [2]. In fact it suffices that a p-th dual space has X+ e.p.c.m. 
The absolutly summable maps, quasinuclear maps and the nuclear maps cannot 
generally be expressed as products of two maps of the same category. For compact 
maps we have: 
4. Proposition. Every compact map Tis for every s > 0 a product of two compact 
maps, T= AoB with \Ä\ \B\ ^ | T | + 8. 
Proof. Let T : E -> F be a compact map. We shall repeatedly use the equivalence 
of a) and b) from Proposition 3. Choose a„ e E\ \a„\ g 1, a„ ^ 0, a„ -> 0, sup a„ ^ 
^ \T\ + e, such that |T(x)j S sup a„|<x, a„>|. Put B{x) = {x„} e CQ, where x„ ~ 
= (л/оСп) <x, a„>. We have \\В{х)\\ = sup (^a„) |<x, a„y\ and thus Б is a compact 
map B:E -^ G, where G = B{E) с CQ. NOW put A{g) = T{x) for g = {x„} e G, 
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x„ = (V^«) ^^' ^"^' Then Л : G ~> F is a mapping and we have 1̂ 0̂ )1 = I'^WI = 
S sup a„|<x, a„>| = sup (7a„) (Va^) <x, a„>| = sup {^ot„) \{g, Ь„>|, where b„ e c^ are 
projections, i.e. <{x„}, b„> = x„. The same holds for the unique extension A of A 
to the Banach space G and for the extensions of b„ to G. Thus the map A is compact. 
Obviously T= AoB and |Л| ^ sup (7a„) ^ (|Т| + 8)^/^ | в | g sup (^a«) ^ 
g ( | T | + ey /^e .g . И | | Б | ^ | Т | + г . 
The procedure employed here may be used to show some imphcations in the 
question of extending compact maps. We restrict our attention only to "into" 
extension questions. 
5. Proposition. The following assertion are equivalent. 
a) The Banach space F has À+ e.p.c.m. 
b) For every s > 0 every compact map T into F can be factorized through CQ, 
T=: Ti о Г2 with |Ti| IT2I ^ (Я + e) |Т|. 
c) Every compact map T: E -^ F can be expressed for every e > 0 in the form 
^ W = Z<^ ' «n> Уп^ yvhere y„ e F, a„e E\ \a„\ ~> 0, \a„\ ^ (|Т| + e) and 
\ZKyJ[ й A sup |b„| for every {fe„} e c^. 
The same holds for spaces m or c" instead of CQ. 
Proof, a) => b) Let F have À+ e.p.c.m. and let T: E -^ F be a compact map. 
According to Proposition 4 T = Ao В where A, В are compact maps and \A\ \B\ ^ 
^ | T | + e. Now factorize the compact map В through a subspace H of CQ according 
to Proposition 3c), В = С 0T2 with \C\ IT2I ^ (1 4- e) |в | . Let Ti : CQ -> F be an 
extension of the map A о С : H -^ F with \Т^\ g (Я + e) |Л о С|. We have Т = 
= Л о J5 = Л о С о Т2 = Fl о Т2 with |Ti| IT2I ^ (Я + 8) |Л о С\ Щ й {^ + е) \А\ . 
. \С\ Щ ^ (Я + е) (1 + г) \А\ \В\ ^ (Я + г) (1 + е) {\т\ + г). But (Я + г) (1 + г ) . 
. (|Т| + е) -> Я1Т| for г -^ О, which proves b). 
b) => a) Conversely suppose b) and let T : F -> F be a compact map, P ID E. T is 
a product of two compact maps T = A оВ, where \A\ \B\ ^ | T | + 8. According to 
the assumption the map A can be factorized through CQ, A = С о D with \C\ \D\ S 
'й{^ + ^ \A\. The space CQ being JV'^ space, the map D о В : E -> CQ can be extended 
to a map M : P -> CQ with \М\ ^ (1 + e) |D о В\. Thus С о M is an extension of T 
to a map P -^ F with the norm |C с М| ^ (1 + e) \C\ \D\ \B\ ^ (Я + 8) (1 + 8) . 
. \A\ \B\ ^ (Я + 8) (1 + 8) ( | r | + 8) ^ Я|Т|. 
a) => c) follows from Remark Зс). 
c) => а) Let Т : F -> F be а compact map, P ^ E and let for the map T the ex­
pression of c) hold. By Hahn-Banach theorem there are b„ e P' extending a„, such that 
|b„| = |a„|. Then the expression U{x) = 5]<x, b„> y„ defines a continuous map U : 
:P -^ F, which is an extension of T. We have \U{x)\ S ^sup l<x, Ь„>| ^ Я|х|. 
. ( | T | + e), showing that \U\ g Я(|т| + 8) -^ Я|т| for e -> 0. 
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The second part of the proposition can be proved similarly, but instead of using 
that CQ is ^ 1 space, we use the easily seen fact that m and c"" are ^ ^ spaces. 
Corollary. For À = 1 we obtain a condition equivalent to those expressed by 
Theorem 6.1 in [3]. Thus for example the conditions a), b), cjfor X = 1 are equivaU 
lent to the statement that F" is 0^^ space. 
Added in proof. After this paper had been submitted for publication, several works ap-
peared, viz. [7], [8], [9], 
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